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2019



Cultural Immersion 
Language Courses

Are you looking for an innovative,
exciting and motivating language
course which will help you unlock
the secrets to learning English
properly? Then our summer
intensives are for you!

We offer courses from A1 to C2
level, with a strong focus on
listening, pronunciation, and
fluency.



Intensive Courses Overview

• Courses from A1 to C2 CEFR level

• Small groups with a maximum of 6 students

• 20 hours per week

• Afternoon cultural classes with integrated language tasks to 
practise the morning’s lesson in a real-life context

• All visits included in the price of the course

• Option to combine our intensive courses with our regular 
general English and exam preparation courses. 

• Adult only courses

• Great city centre location



CLIL Course 
B2+ level

Our CLIL course is designed for teachers using English in
their classrooms. It is the perfect opportunity to develop
your language skills at the same time as learning all about
the culture of Scotland and its educational system. We are
experienced in working with ERASMUS+ groups, and can be
flexible with your groups' needs.

Course includes:

• skills development (reading, writing, speaking and listening)

• educational vocabulary topics such as syllabus design, giving 
feedback or disciplining in English

• lesson planning and teaching practice in English

• a variety of afternoon cultural visits with integrated language tasks

• increasing vocabulary and fluency

• exclusive The Edinburgh Experience textbook and welcome pack

• Q&A session with Scottish teachers

• cost of all visits included in price

• 5th-16th August 2019
• £450



Introduction to English 
A1/2 level

This is the perfect course for those  who have a basic level of 
English but need to consolidate what they know. We help you 
to perfect the basics of what you need to communicate 
effectively in English and put what you learn into practice with 
our afternoon cultural activities.

Course includes:

• the main grammatical structures necessary to have a basic 
command of English

• essential vocabulary for communicating

• introduction to English pronunciation

• listening skills development

• exclusive The Edinburgh Experience textbook and welcome pack

• a variety of afternoon cultural visits with integrated language tasks

• option of continuing onto our mixed level listening and speaking 
skills course. 

• 5th-16th August 2019
• £450



Listening & Speaking Skills 
A2/B1 level

This is the perfect course for students who have a good
understanding of English grammar structures but find it
difficult to understand or speak to people in English. During
the two weeks we will unlock the secrets to understanding
English and have the opportunity to practise the language in
real and practical situations.

Course includes:

• Morning theory classes on how to improve listening, speaking and 
study skills

• Pronunciation theory and practice

• Integrated language tasks are carried out during afternoon cultural 
visits

• Progress and final tutorial

• Exclusive Edinburgh Experience course book and welcome pack

• Price of visits included

• Option to continue onto our Advanced Speakers course

• 5th-16th / 19th-30th August 2019
• £450



Advanced Speakers 
B2 + level
Integrated with the Edinburgh International Festival, our
advanced speakers course helps students boost their
vocabulary and communication skills. We believe that
once you have a certain level of English, rather than
study English you need to DO things in English. So, we
explore advanced concepts of the language through class
discussion, team projects and a final presentation. A
selection of festival shows gives students a new and
exciting challenge for their listening skills.

Course includes:

• Morning classes focused on improving speaking skills, increasing 
fluency and vocabulary and presentation skills

• Integrated cultural activities

• A selection of Edinburgh Festival and Fringe shows

• Class discussion of shows

• Interview and discussion with Fringe performers 

• Reviewing shows

• Exclusive Edinburgh Experience course book and welcome      
pack

• 19th-30th August 2019
• £470



Accommodation
• We work with Unite Students, one

of the biggest providers of student
accommodation in the UK. Our
student accommodation is in the
heart of the city centre, and a 20-
minute walk from the school.

• Rooms are en-suite with a shared
living room and kitchen area to
allow for self-catering.

• Prices start at £320 per week.

• We also offer self-catered homestay
accommodation. Locations and
prices vary so please contact us for
more information.



Course Dates and Prices

Course Dates Price for 40 
hours

Price for 20 
hours

CLIL B2+ 5th -16th August £450 £265

Introduction to 
English

5th -16th August £450 £265

Listening & Speaking 
Skills

5th -16th August
19th – 30th August

£450 £265

Advanced Speakers 19th – 30th August £470 £285

Our intensives are designed as 40-hour courses, and we
recommend doing the full two-week block to benefit the
most from the course. However there is also the option to
do only one week



Accommodation July Weekly 
Price

August Weekly 
Price

Single occupancy booking before 01/05/19 £290 £320

Single occupancy booking after 01/05/19 £310 £340

Shared occupancy booking before 01/05/19 £370 £400

Shared occupancy booking after 01/05/19 £390 £420

Accommodation
Dates and Prices

Summer accommodation is very limited, so please contact us as soon as
possible to secure your place. We also offer self-catered homestay
accommodation starting from £200 per week plus a £50 finder’s fee. Please
contact us for more information on prices and availability.



Contact Us

INFO@THEEDINBURG
HEXPERIENCE.COM

+441316299706 WWW.THEEDINBURGH
EXPERIENCE.COM

mailto:info@theedinburghexperience.com
http://www.theedinburghexperience.com/

